It’s hard to believe it but a zombie once was a little
kid. His fate was clear from the time when he was a
baby.

In this sticker the zombie opens a New Year gift
from his granny. He sincerely hopes that her present
won’t be another sweater woven with love, but
another bar code instead, because a bar code is
much more important than a sweater with a picture
of little cute deer.

Here the zombie is going after a bar code. Nothing
can stop his desire to possess this bar code. It is
one of the first bar codes in his collection.

Here you can see a flying zombie. He reacts to the
bar code that is miraculously reflected on the Moon.
The zombie rushes to enlarge his collection of bar
codes.

The zombie has found another bar code of ancient
Maya. But in spite of the importance of this bar code
the zombie is still not happy. We know why - he
won't be happy until he finds all the bar codes in the
world.

Here the zombie is hunting for the bar code with an
evil expression on his face. He’s trying to kill the bar
code. The poor bar code is asking for mercy, but
understands that there’s no way out. So the
collection of bar codes is enlarged, but the zombie is
not going to stop his hunt. He isn’t afraid of being
put in prison for his murder; he is ready to do
anything to get another bar code.

In this sticker the zombie is depicted in the process
of his search for a sacred bar code. He uses a
flashlight and a brush to examine the bar code and
carefully clean it.

In this sticker the zombie is eavesdropping on the
conversation of other passionate bar code
collectors. Or course in this competition they don't
have a chance.

In this sticker the zombie has come to an unusual
museum of African culture heritage. He is planning a
theft and he doesn’t care that he may be caught.
The zombie is fearless on his way to getting this bar
code.

Here the zombie fulfills his dream to make a theft of
the century. He got dressed in the security service
uniform and put on his granny’s invisible slippers (of
course you can’t see them in the picture, but I’d like
to point out how elegant they are). The zombie
doesn't pay attention to his feeble safety wire. The
main thing for him is to take the bar code – and
that’s it.

In this sticker the zombie is trying to decoy another
bar code dressed as a “nice-looking girl”. The bar
code doesn’t feel there’s something wrong and gets
caught in the web of false love.

